Abstract. In this paper we find necessary and sufficient conditions on a finitedimensional Lie superalgebra under which any associative PI-envelope of L is finite-dimensional. We also extend M. Scheunert's result which enables one to pass from color Lie superalgebras to the ordinary ones, to the case of gradings by an arbitrary abelian group.
Introduction
In this paper we seek to find what associative polynomial identity algebras can be generated by finite-dimensional Lie superalgebras. To be precise, we consider Lie superalgebras over a field k of characteristic 0, graded by a finite abelian group G, of the form
L has a bracket operation [ , ] satisfying the generalized anticommutativity and Jacobi identities: [x, y] + ε(x, y) [y, x] 
[ [x, y] , z] = [x, [y, z] ] − ε (x, y) [y, [x, z] ] (3) for any homogeneous x ∈ L g , y ∈ L h , z ∈ L k . Here ε : G × G → k * is the commutation factor, i.e. a function satisfying ε(g, h + k) = ε (g, h)ε(g, k) , ε (g, h) ε(h, g) = 1. (4) We write ε(x, y) = ε(g, h) if x ∈ L g , y ∈ L h . If G = {0} we have ordinary Lie algebras, while if G = Z 2 = {0, 1} and ε(1, 1) = −1 we have Lie superalgebras. It is easy to see that ε(g, g) = ±1 for any g ∈ G. We set G ± = {g ∈ G | ε(g, g) = ±1}. We call the Lie superalgebras just defined (G, ε)-Lie algebras. For details see [BMPZ ] . If A = g∈G A g is a G-graded associative algebra, then setting [x, y] = xy − ε(x, y)yx (5) for x ∈ A g , y ∈ A h , we make A into a (G, ε)-Lie superalgebra [A] ε or simply [A] .
PI-envelopes of ordinary Lie algebras were studied in [Ba 85]; here we look at the analogous situation for Lie superalgebras. We call a G-graded associative algebra A an envelope of L if L ⊂ [A] and A is generated by L. We say that A is a PI-envelope of L if A is an envelope of L and A satisfies a non-trivial polynomial identity. A related notion is that of special Lie superalgebras: any Lie superalgebra having a PI-envelope is called special. Obviously, by Ado's Theorem [S79a] any finitedimensional Lie superalgebra is special. The universal enveloping algebra U (L) is the most natural example of an envelope for L and any envelope is a homomorphic image of U (L). It is shown in [BMPZ ] that if char k = p > 0, then U (L) is a PI-envelope of L and so in this case the PI-envelope does not have to be finitedimensional. Thus if we are interested in those L for which any PI-envelope is finite-dimensional, then it is natural to restrict to the case char k = 0. So from now on we assume char k = 0. In this case if we set
A 
These theorems were an important tool used by Yuly Billig [Bi] to prove that no affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra is special (this gave a solution to a well-known problem of Latyshev about the speciality of a homomorphic image of a special Lie algebra).
Our main aim is to generalize Theorem 1.2 to the case of (G, ε)-Lie-superalgebras. If G = G + , that is, if we have odd elements, we exhibit a whole series of examples of simple Lie superalgebras sl(n, m), n = m, n, m ≥ 1, and W (n), n ≥ 2, whose PIenvelopes can be infinite-dimensional. So it is only natural that we assume quite often that G = G + (the case of so called color Lie algebras). In this case we are able to prove full analogues of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
We define a semisimple (G, ε)-Lie-superalgebra as one without solvable G-graded ideals. Our results are as follows. We first consider the case when G = G + . Theorem 1.3. Let L be a semisimple (G, ε)-Lie-superalgebra over a field k of characteristic zero with G = G + and let A be a PI-envelope of L. Then A is finitedimensional and semisimple.
The case of simple Lie superalgebras different from sl(n, m) and W(n) is not entirely hopeless and we are able to prove the following: Theorem 1.5. Let L be a simple Lie superalgebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, different from sl (n, m) 
In the general case, our final result is as follows.
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Scheunert's trick and some applications
We will need later the following version of the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt (PBW) Theorem. 
In the remaining part of this section we consider M. Scheunert's approach enabling one to pass from (G, ε)-Lie-superalgebras to ordinary Lie superalgebras with a number of properties preserved. If σ ∈ Z 2 (G, k * ) is a multiplicative 2-cocycle, and L a (G, ε)-Lie-superalgebra satisfying (2), (3) with commutation factor ε, then replacing multiplication in L on homogeneous elements x, y ∈ L by
we arrive at a (G, ε )-Lie-superalgebra L σ satisfying (2), (3) with commutation factor ε = εδ, where δ(x, y) = σ(x, y)/σ (y, x) . Let ε 0 : G × G → k * be the ordinary superalgebra commutation factor, i.e. ε 0 (g, h) = 1 except ε 0 (g, h) = −1 for g, h ∈ G . S79a] ). Let G be a finitely generated abelian group, and ε :
Theorem 2.2 ([
In other words if L is a color Lie algebra, then L σ is an ordinary Lie algebra (with the G-grading still preserved!). In the general case when G = G + note that ε = εε 0 satisfies the conditions of the theorem. Thus we can find σ with εε 0 δ = 1, whence εδ = ε −1 0 = ε 0 . It follows that from any (G, ε)-Lie-superalgebra by a change of the form (7) we can switch to an ordinary Lie superalgebra
Scheunert also shows that we can pass from a (G, ε)-Lie-superalgebra to an ordinary Lie superalgebra by tensoring L with a twisted group algebra k σ G (σ as before). Here we give another approach (Proposition 2.4) to this switch which is more appropriate to our main aim. Along the way, we generalize Theorem 2.2 to arbitrary abelian groups (this was done independently by H. Pop [Po] in the case of algebraically closed fields).
Theorem 2.3. Let G be an arbitrary abelian group, and k an arbitrary commutative ring with 1 and with group of units k * . Then for any commutation factor ε :
Proof. By the above remarks, it suffices to prove our statement when G = G + . In this case we have to find a 2-cocycle σ with σ(g, h)/σ(h, g) = δ(g, h) for all g, h ∈ G where δ is the commutation factor δ = ε −1 . We recall that σ is a 2-cocycle with values in k * if for all x, y, z ∈ G we have
We can apply Zorn's Lemma to S because it is obvious that it is non-empty and there is a maximal element for any chain
This contradicts the maximality of (B, σ 0 ). The verification of this will be included while considering the more general case a ∩ B = {0} and so we pass to this case. Thus we may assume that c = pa ∈ B for a suitable prime number p. Any element in A can be uniquely written in the form sa
Also, for brevity, we write σ in place of σ 0 .
For
It is easily seen that our formula extends σ to A and
It remains to check the cocycle identity (8) for σ. This will be done by direct verification. Since (9) depends on whether the values of s 1 + s 2 , etc. are greater than p, we have to deal with six cases as described below. Let X denote the left side of (8) and Y the right. If
Notice that the "δ-factors" on both sides of X = Y are always the same, namely
in all cases except when s 2 + s 3 = p + t, t ≥ 0. In this latter case we have on the right side
So in this case we have to multiply the right side by δ(c, b 1 ) or, alternatively, the left side by σ(b 1 , c) and the right one by σ(c, b 1 ) after we cancel out the "δ-factors". With this in mind we do not write the "δ-factors" in what follows and we denote bỹ X andỸ the remaining portions of the sides. So we pass to considering all possible cases, six in totality.
1.
5. s 1 + s 2 = p + r, s 2 + s 3 = p + t. Thus r + s 3 = t + s 1 . Hence either both r + s 3 < p and s 1 + t < p or r + s 3 ≥ p and s 1 + t ≥ p. The latter case differs from the former one only by the factor σ(c, c + b 1 + b 2 + b 3 ) on both sides. So we consider only the former one. As in 3 above, we have to comparẽ
Thus the verification of σ being a 2-cocycle is complete showing that (A, σ) is an element of S strictly exceeding (B, σ 0 ); this is a contradiction. 
is a G-graded associative algebra and we have
where σ, δ, and ε = εδ are as described before 2.2.
Proof. This is a simple computation. Take homogeneous a, b ∈ A and compare the ε -bracket in A σ and the σ-twisted ε-bracket in [A] . That is,
proving our claim.
Example 2.5. As an application of Proposition 2.4, we are able to explain more clearly what is happening in the Weyl algebra examples considered in [Mo] , Section 6.
In that paper the n-th Weyl algebra
. . , n, is considered first as an ordinary Lie superalgebra L = L 0 ⊕ L 1 with grading given by total degrees of elements and with the standard commutation factor ε 0 on Z 2 . If we use the product ε n 0 of commutation factors ε 0 in each B i , then we get a (Z n 2 , ε n 0 )-Lie-superalgebra L . Now if we apply Scheunert's procedure to L , we arrive at an ordinary Lie superalgebra L = (L ) σ . It is shown in [Mo] that L is not isomorphic to L and in fact that the Lie product in L cannot be obtained from the associative structure of A n as a twisted commutator in any way. However, Proposition 2.4 shows that L is the Lie superalgebra obtained from the usual superbracket on the associative algebra A We close this section with some general results about graded algebras; we do not require that G be abelian. Proof. First note that A σ is also G-graded, with (A σ ) g = A g as vector spaces, and that since σ(e, g) = 1, e the identity element of G, it is clear that A e ∼ = (A σ ) e .
Lemma 2.6. Let A be a G-graded associative algebra over a field k, with G finite, and let
1. If A is a PI-algebra, then so is A e and (A σ ) e . Applying a theorem of Bergen and Cohen [BeC] (for a different proof holding even if G is an infinite group, and A is a Lie algebra; see [BZ] ), it follows that A σ is a PI-algebra. Similarly the converse holds. 2. Assume that A is semiprime. By [CM] , Cor. 5.4 
where N (A) is the prime radical of A. Since N(A) = {0} also N (A e ) = {0} = N(A σ ) e . Now by a theorem of [CR] we must have N (A σ ) nilpotent.
Since A has no |G|-torsion, N (A σ ) is a graded ideal by [CM] , Cor. 5.5. But
The proof is very similar to that of 2: replace the prime radical by the Jacobson radical J(A) and [CM] , Cor. 5.4 and 5.5, by [CM] , Cor 4.2 and Theorem 4.4(3).
Lie superalgebras without odd elements
In this section we prove Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We first assume that L is perfect. Without any loss of generality suppose that k is algebraically closed (otherwise apply standard procedures of extending the ground field of coefficients). Using Proposition 2.4 of Section 2, 
σ is generated by L σ as an associative algebra. By Lemma 2.6, part 1, A σ is a PI-algebra. By Theorem 1.2 it follows that dim A σ < ∞; hence dim A < ∞, as required. Conversely, we now prove that the condition L = [L, L] is not only sufficient but also necessary for having any PI-envelope finite-dimensional.
We
, then L has a PI-envelope which is not finitedimensional. First consider the case when L is an ordinary (graded) Lie algebra.
Let χ : L → End(V ) be any faithful finite-dimensional representation of L; such exists by the extension of Ado's Theorem obtained by Scheunert [S79a] . Letting τ := ψ ⊗ χ, the Lie tensor product of these maps, we obtain a homomorphism of
Now τ is an imbedding since χ is faithful, and it is not difficult to see that
, the images under τ of the distinct ordered monomials in the x i are linearly independent). Moreover Q is a PI-algebra, since U (M ) is commutative and End(V ) is finite-dimensional. Thus
Finally if ε is non-trivial, we may use Scheunert's construction as before and pass to L σ , an ordinary Lie algebra. If A is the PI-envelope constructed as above, then A σ−1 is an infinite-dimensional PI-envelope of L (where we have used Lemma 2.6 for PI as above).
Remark 3.1. Applying M. Scheunert's procedure enables us to generalize V. Kac's Theorem [Kac] about solvability of Lie superalgebras to general (G, ε)-Lie-superalgebras and to show that a (
We recall that a (G, ε)-Lie-superalgebra L is called semisimple if it has no Ggraded solvable ideals.
Before we pass to the proof of Theorem 1.3 we need the following auxiliary result.
Proposition 3.2. Let L be a G-graded Lie algebra, G a finite abelian group. If L is graded semisimple, then it is semisimple in the ordinary sense.
Proof. We start with the case where k is an algebraically closed field. Suppose L has a solvable ideal M which is not graded. Consider the dual groupĜ. ThenĜ acts on L by automorphisms in a natural way:
An ideal of L is G-graded if and only if it isĜ-invariant. Now for any χ ∈Ĝ we have that χ * M is an ideal of L and thus thatM = χ∈Ĝ χ * M ⊃ N is a graded ideal. Since the sum of two solvable ideals is always solvable, we conclude thatM is a non-trivial G-graded solvable ideal of L. HenceM = {0} and then M = {0}, as stated. If k is not algebraically closed, then the standard procedure of extending the field of coefficients works because then the extended algebra is (graded) semisimple (respectively, solvable) if and only if this is true for the original algebra.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let σ ∈ Z 2 (G, k * ) be a 2-cocycle such that L σ is an ordinary Lie algebra and A σ is a PI-envelope of L σ , as in the proof of Theorem 1.4. Obviously L σ is a G-graded algebra without G-graded solvable ideals. It follows by Proposition 3.2 that L σ is an ordinary semisimple Lie algebra, hence by Theorem 1.1 we have that A σ , as a PI-envelope of L σ , is finite-dimensional and Jacobson semisimple. Now we have shown that A is a finite-dimensional algebra. By Lemma 2.6, part 3, A is also semisimple, as required.
General case and concluding remarks
In this section we will prove Theorems 1.5 and 1.6. The proof of finite-dimensionality of PI-envelopes of certain (G, ε)-Lie-superalgebras is greatly facilitated by the following argument.
Proof. This is a simple consequence of our statement of the PBW-Theorem (Theo-
hence finite-dimensional. Now by the PBW-Theorem, if {e 1 , . . . , e n } is a basis for L , then the whole of A is the span of all elements of the form tϕ(
Proof of Theorem 1.5. In all such cases L 0 (= L + ) is semisimple unless L is of Cartan type in which case L 0 is perfect. Then Theorem 1.4 applies and any PIenvelope of L 0 is finite-dimensional. Now Lemma 4.1 applies yielding the finitedimensionality of any PI-envelope of L. Now we want to show that Theorem 1.2 fails not only for perfect Lie superalgebras but also for certain simple Lie superalgebras.
Theorem 4.2. Any of the simple Lie superalgebras
Proof. The main reason for having such an envelope is having infinitely many pairwise non-isomorphic representation of the same dimension. Both of these types of algebras have highest weight modules [Kac] with highest weights of the form λz * , λ ∈ k, where g + kz is the maximal reductive subalgebra of L 0 . The corresponding Verma module V (λ) for such a weight has dimension t = 2 dim L1 (again one applies the PBW-Theorem and the construction of V (λ) as induced from a 1-dimensional representation of a "Borel" subalgebra). Take the irreducible highest weight module L(λ).
of L in each of these representations generates an associative algebra satisfying a standard polynomial identity S 2t = 0.
It remains to show that the associative algebra
. This is obviously impossible and thus the proof is complete.
Remark 4.3. This is an appropriate place to give a more instructive proof of Theorem 1.1 from [Ba 85].
There are two steps in proving that theorem in [Ba 85]: the first is that any semiprimitive PI-envelope of a semisimple Lie algebra is finite-dimensional and the second is that the Jacobson radical of an arbitrary PI-envelope is zero. We want to modify here the proof of the first step.
First of all, before [Ba 85] was written M. Duflo had already determined the structure of primitive ideals of the universal enveloping algebra of a finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebra L over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. By Duflo's theorem [Du] , any of these ideals have the form J(λ) = Ann U (L) L(λ) of the annihilator of an irreducible highest weight module L(λ) with highest weight λ. Now if A is a semiprimitive PI-envelope of L, and A satisfies a polynomial identity of degree d, then A = U(L)/P and any J(λ) ⊂ P whenever dim L(λ) > d 2 . It follows from the dimension formula for L(λ) that there exist only finitely many λ with dim L(λ) ≤ n for any natural number n, hence P is the intesection of only finitely many ideals of finite codimension, proving dim A < ∞.
Yet another proof of the finite-dimensionality of A can be given by using a paper of Farkas [Fa] where the author proves that if R is a finitely generated semiprime PI-algebra over a field F (not necessarily of characteristic zero) and every finitedimensional R-module is semisimple (which is obviously the case in our situation), then R is finite-dimensional. This result on PI-algebras was used to give a purely algebraic (and very short) proof of a theorem attributed to Weil: if every finitedimensional representation of a finitely generated group Γ is semisimple, then there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of Γ-representations for each degree.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. 1 ⇒ 3. As was shown in Theorem 1.4, if L + is not perfect, then there is an infinite-dimensional PI-envelope A of L + . Let ρ : U(L + ) → A be the natural surjective homomorphism. Then A becomes a U (L + ) module via u * a = ρ(u)a, u ∈ U (L + ), a ∈ A. Of course, U (L + ) is a left regular U (L + )-module also. Since U (L) is also a left U (L + )-module we can form the induced U (L)-module (cf. [Bl] ) P = U (L) ⊗ U (L+) A. This is a left U(L) and right A-module.
Let τ : U (L) → End(P ) be the respective homomorphism. Now dim A = ∞ and 1 ⊗ 1 generates the whole of P under the left U (L)-action: 1 ⊗ A is generated by the action of U (L + ) and then the action of U (L) generates the whole of P . Thus it is obvious that the image of U (L) in End(P ) is an infinite-dimensional algebra. Now the left action of U (L) on P commutes with the right action of A. Under this latter action P is a finitely generated A-module of rank ≤ 2 dim L . Thus the image of U (L) under τ belongs to the endomorphism ring of a finitely generated module over a PI-algebra, hence is a PI algebra itself. Thus this image τ (U (L)) is an infinite-dimensional PI-envelope of U (L).
1 ⇔ 2. If any graded PI-homomorphic image of U (L) is finite-dimensional, then any PI-envelope is finite-dimensional because this is also a graded homomorphic image of U (L). Now if any PI-envelope is finite-dimensional and I is a G-graded ideal of U (L) such that U (L)/I is PI, then we can take a faithful finite-dimensional representation χ : L → EndV of the (G, ε)-superalgebra L, as in the proof of Theorem 1.4. We then form a G-graded associative algebra B = U (L)/I ⊕ End V . It is obvious that B is a PI-algebra. The natural homomorphism ρ of L into B sending x ∈ L into (x+I, χ(x)) is faithful and ρ(L) generates an associative algebra A which is a PI-envelope of L. By our hypothesis A is finite-dimensional and its projection onto the first component is U (L)/I. So this latter is finite-dimensional, as required.
3 ⇒ 1. This is an easy combination of Theorem 1.4 and Lemma 4.1.
Remark 4.4. We do not know the structure of the PI-envelopes of semisimple ordinary Lie superalgebras.
Remark 4.5. It would be interesting to find the structure of the PI-envelope of L in the case when L + is semisimple.
